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Abstract. Operational safety and health monitoring are critical matters for autonomous field mobile robots such as

planetary rovers operating on challenging terrain.  This paper describes relevant rover safety and health issues and

presents an approach to maintaining vehicle safety in a mobility and navigation context.  The proposed rover safety

module is composed of two distinct components: safe attitude (pitch and roll) management and safe traction

management.  Fuzzy logic approaches to reasoning about safe attitude and traction management are presented,

wherein inertial sensing of safety status and vision-based neural network perception of terrain quality are used to infer

safe speeds of traversal. Results of initial field tests and laboratory experiments are also described. The approach

provides an intrinsic safety cognizance and a capacity for reactive mitigation of robot mobility and navigation risks.
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1. Introduction

Operational safety and health monitoring for autonomous mobile robots are often treated as secondary research

concerns relative to the primary problems of robot navigation and control. The issue is a primary concern, however, in

field mobile robot research and applications.  Field mobile robots that perform remote missions are expected to take

reactive measures to maintain vehicle safety and nominal operation. This is a critical matter for field robots such as

planetary rovers operating on challenging terrain.  Mobile robots designed to explore remote planetary surfaces are

expected to encounter terrain hazards such as extreme slopes, sand or dust-covered pits, ditches, cliffs and otherwise

impassable surfaces.  In order for such planetary rovers to consistently avoid these mobility hazards and when

necessary, negotiate challenging terrain, they must be capable of continuously assessing the safety of their traversal.

This is a fundamental requirement for the effective use of rovers in carrying out scientific exploration objectives that

require mobility across harsh terrain on planets such as Mars.

In addition to the mobility requirement, significant autonomy is required to enable long-duration missions (several

months) involving long-range navigation, and acquisition and analysis of scientific data or surface material samples.

All necessary autonomy capabilities must operate within significant constraints on power, computation, weight, and

communications bandwidth. To further increase the challenge, many popular and fast state-of-the-art processors that

enable advanced capabilities in laboratory research robots are infeasible for planetary rover applications.  This is due to

the fact that space flight missions require the use of proven, radiation-hardened, or otherwise space flight-qualified

electronics that will survive and operate in the harsh temperature and radiation extremes of outer space. The meager
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availability of fast and/or powerful space-qualified processors for on-board computation intensifies the need for

efficient algorithms, which comply with the practical limitations and constraints while enabling on-board autonomy.

One of the autonomy design considerations for space mobile robot applications is the respective distribution of

computational resources among mobility, navigation, and science autonomy. While autonomous mobility is critical, the

acquisition of scientific knowledge is the primary objective of the mission.  Therefore, mobility-critical autonomy must

be designed to consume relatively minimal computational resources. As such, we have concentrated on developing

intuitively simple approaches to safe mobility and navigation, which are supported by techniques that enable intelligent

control with modest computational overhead.

In this paper, we describe essential components of an overall navigation system that are responsible for maintaining

vehicle safety and nominal operation in support of strategic navigation.  Fuzzy logic and neural network techniques are

used for rule-based reasoning about rover safety when traversing challenging terrain.  Visual perception algorithms

complement the reasoning approach to realize a practical safety module.  The approach is motivated by a desire to

emulate human judgement and reasoning as derived from off-road driving heuristics (DeLong 1996).  In the following

sections, we describe relevant rover safety and health issues, and the fuzzy logic approach to reasoning about them in

order to provide an intrinsic safety cognizance and a capacity for reactive mitigation of navigation risks.  Field test and

experimental results are also described.

2. Safety Reasoning for Mobility

Most existing autonomous rover mobility systems focus on strategic navigation goals of the rover and disregard the

intrinsic safety and health monitoring of the vehicle itself.  In some existing systems (Morrison & Nguyen 1996;

Washington et al 1999), the common practice is to consider basic monitoring of individual hardware components for

proper operation, without incorporating explicit autonomous reaction or counter-action by the rover. Efficient

management of on-board resources, such as power and science data storage capacity, and regulation of energy and

internal temperature are common concerns for maintaining vehicle health (Washington et al 1999; Huntsberger & Rose

1998).  In addition to vehicle health, operational safety is of primary importance.  Navigation systems have also been

developed which account for some measure of risk mitigation with respect to accidental damage (as due to tip-over)

and/or vehicle entrapment (Rosenblatt 1997; Kelly & Stentz 1997).  However, few field mobile robot systems have

been reported in the literature that feature efficient implementation of active countermeasures for both vehicle health

and safety in a comprehensive fashion.
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2.1 Rover Health and Safety Indicators

The ability of a system to provide substantial safety countermeasures depends upon its capacity for assessing its

status with respect to the operating environment.  Various observable states, events, and terrain features can be

considered for on-line assessment of a rover’s operational status.  Table I lists a number of possible health and safety

indicators associated with rover on-board subsystems, which convey some aspects of rover operational well-being as it

relates to safe terrain traversal. Ultimately, a comprehensive autonomous vehicle health and safety system is desired to

increase rover survivability.  Perhaps consideration of all items in Table I would make this possible, but such complete

observability is rare in practice.  To this end, we have concentrated on providing some of the basic elements necessary

to approach the ultimate goal.  To begin with, we will consider the chassis attitude and the terrain type as the prominent

factors that affect the rover safety and health.  The addition of automated mechanisms for self-regulation of available

power and internal operating condition is also planned, guided by examples described in (Huntsberger & Rose 1998;

Arkin 1992).

Table I.  Rover Health and Safety Indicators.

Health Safety

Available power Chassis attitude

Component failure Terrain type/condition

Component temperature Wheel slip and sinkage

Drive motor stall Mechanics compliance

The attitude (pitch and roll) of the vehicle chassis with respect to an inertial reference frame can be monitored in

order to avoid instabilities associated with ascent/descent of slopes, traversal of rocky terrain, and turning within the

vehicle’s curvature constraints. In addition to surface irregularities, the type and condition of the terrain surface provide

clues for safety assessment. Human automobile drivers are able to perceive certain road conditions (e.g. oil slicks,

potholes, and ice patches) as measures of safety, and react to them in order to reduce the risk of potential accidents.  In

a similar manner, rover potential safety can be inferred and reacted to based on knowledge of the terrain type or surface

condition. Wheel-soil interactions are important mobility considerations in natural terrain.  Excessive wheel slippage

reduces the effective traction that a rover can achieve and, therefore, its ability to make significant forward progress

(not to mention the dramatic effect it can have on the accumulation of errors in estimated position and orientation over

distance and time).  On soft soils, such as fine-grained sand, excessive wheel slippage can often lead to wheel sinkage

and eventual entrapment of the vehicle.  Unfortunately, wheel slippage and sinkage are often difficult to measure and
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estimate in a simple manner.  Some progress has been made, however, in developing statistical estimation approaches

for planetary rovers (Wilcox 1994).

At this stage of development, the safety module employs concise fuzzy logic systems that provide autonomous

reasoning to facilitate maintenance of stable vehicle attitude and wheel traction on rough terrain based on inertial

sensing inputs and neural network perception of terrain texture.  The system employs off-road driving heuristics to

facilitate avoidance of hazardous vehicle configurations and excessive wheel slippage.  In each case, our system is

designed to produce safe speed recommendations associated with the current perception of the safety status of the

rover.  The proposed rover safety and survival system is composed of two distinct subsystems: attitude management

and traction management. These subsystems are discussed in the ensuing sections.

3. Safe Attitude Management

For indoor mobile robots, mobility and navigation problems can often be addressed in two dimensions (x and y) since

the typical operating environments consist of flat and smooth floors.   In sharp contrast, mobility and navigation

problems for outdoor rough terrain vehicles are characterized by significantly higher levels of difficulty.  This is due to

the fact that complex motions in the third dimension (z) occur quite frequently as the vehicle traverses undulated

terrain, encountering multi-directional impulsive and resistive forces throughout.  The problem is more pronounced for

vehicles with more or less rigid suspensions than it is for vehicles with articulated chassis.  In any case, sufficient

measures must be taken to maintain upright stability of the vehicle in both static and dynamic configurations.

For monitoring chassis attitude, our test vehicle is outfitted with a two-axis inclinometer/tilt sensor, which measures

pitch and roll angles relative to a Cartesian reference frame that is aligned with the rover chassis coordinate frame when

the vehicle rests on a level surface. With such a sensor, perhaps the simplest approach is to stop rover motion when

either axis senses tilt beyond a critical threshold.  In a few instances this “wait and see” binary approach may be

sufficient.  More often than not, however, dynamic effects such as momentum will quickly defeat the simplest approach

and cause the rover to reach marginal stability (a point at which the vehicle begins to tip over), or worse yet, to actually

tip-over.  Even though planetary rovers are typically driven at low speeds (e.g. maximum average speed of ~0.3 m/s),

more sophistication is required beyond binary threshold reactions.  Instead of allowing the vehicle to wait for the roll or

pitch to build up to a dangerous threshold before reacting, we have elected to formulate a safety strategy in which the

recommended safe speed for the rover is gradually modulated in reaction to changes in attitude.  When the rover travels

on a relatively level surface, a maximum safe speed is recommended.  As pitch and/or roll approaches extremes near

marginal stability, gradual reductions in safe speed are recommended (culminating at halted motion). At attitudes

between these extremes, recommended safe speeds are computed by interpolation via fuzzy sets and logical inference.
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By considering various off-road driving heuristics for traversing rock-fields, ravines, and hills (up-, down-, and side-

hill) (DeLong 1996), a set of fuzzy logic rules is formulated to maintain stable rover attitudes for safe navigation.  The

allowable ranges of pitch and roll are partitioned (based on subjective assessment of the problem and the vehicle

characteristics) by fuzzy sets to express the approximate nature of the measurements. Pitch is represented by five fuzzy

sets with linguistic labels {NEG-HIGH, NEG-LOW, ZERO, POS-LOW, POS-HIGH}, while roll is partitioned using

three fuzzy sets with linguistic labels {NEG, ZERO, POS}.  Here, positive and negative are abbreviated by “pos” and

“neg”, respectively.  Bounds on the allowable ranges for attitude measurements are chosen in accordance with the rover

stability constraints and the level of acceptable risk. That is, the actual critical pitch/roll angles that correspond to

marginal stability for the rover are scaled down using scalar safety factors (positive constants less than one).  The

scaled critical angles are used to constrain the universe of discourse such that the attitude behavior responds early to

pitch/roll extremes before marginal stability is reached.

Pitch and roll are used to infer rover speed, which is represented by fuzzy sets with linguistic labels {SLOW,

MODERATE, FAST}.  The fuzzy logic rule set and membership functions for the stable attitude control component are

shown in Table II and Figure 1, where the rover speed v is the output and the rover pitch ψ and roll ρ are the inputs.  As

is common in fuzzy logic control systems, the membership functions used to express uncertainty in the variables of

each system component take on triangular and/or trapezoidal shapes (Driankov et al 1993).

SLOW   MOD   MOD   MOD   SLOW

MOD   MOD   FAST   MOD   MOD

SLOW   MOD   MOD   MOD   SLOW

NH        NL       ZE       PL       PH

NEG

ZER

POS

pitch
roll

Table II.  Rule-Base for Safe Attitude.

Fifteen fuzzy logic rules are employed to map the range of stable attitudes (ψ, ρ) to safe driving speed (v)

recommendations.  Given specific values for ψ and ρ, each fuzzy logic rule computes a truncated fuzzy set over the

range of v partitioned by {SLOW, MODERATE, FAST} (see Figure 1).  Let A be the union of all such truncated fuzzy

sets.  Then the safe speed recommended for maintaining stable attitude is computed using the following relationship

according to the Center-of-Gravity defuzzification method (Driankov et al 1993).

    
v =

s ⋅ µ A(s)∑
µ A(s)∑ , ∀s ∈ [0, vmax] (1)
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In addition to the fuzzy logic rules in Table II, a crisp rule is applied to set rover speed to zero in the extreme cases

when marginal stability is reached and the safest reaction is to stop its motion.  However, in contrast to the binary

threshold scheme mentioned earlier, as marginal stability is approached the rover speed is smoothly decreased to near

zero due to the interpolation provided by the fuzzy logic rules.

NEG ZER POS
µ(ρ)

ρ
0

1

ρmax−ρmax

NH ZE PHPLNL
µ(ψ)

ψ
0

1

−ψmax ψmax

SLOW MOD FAST

µ(v)

v
0 vmax

1

Figure 1. Membership functions for safe attitude.

4. Safe Traction Management

In the absence of some measure of control, wheeled vehicles are prone to loss of traction under certain terrain

conditions.  On dry paved roads, traction performance is maximal for most wheeled vehicles due to the high coefficient

of friction/adhesion between the road and the tread.  On off-road terrain, however, a variety of surface types are

encountered on which rover wheels are susceptible to slippage.  Examples include sand, gravel, densely packed soil,

ice, mud, and so on.  As mentioned above, loss of traction due to excessive wheel slippage can lead to wheel sinkage

and ultimately vehicle entrapment. Frequent loss of traction during a traverse from one place to another will also

detract significantly from the ability to maintain good position estimates.  To improve rover performance, a mechanism

for regulating or mitigating wheel slippage is highly desirable.

4.1 Sensing and Perception Issues

The problem of traction control is not new.  It is a common problem in automobile and general transportation vehicle

design with a variety of effective solutions.  In many cases, solutions are derived from analyses based on the following

equation for wheel slip ratio, λ, which is defined non-dimensionally as a percentage of vehicle forward speed, v

(Gillespie 1992):

    
λ = 1−

v

rwωw

 

 
 

 

 
 ×100 (2)
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Here, rw is the wheel radius and ωw is the wheel rotational speed.  Equation (2) expresses the normalized difference

between vehicle and wheel speeds.  When this difference is non-zero, wheel slip occurs.  The objective of traction

control is to regulate λ to maximize traction.  This is a relatively straightforward regulation task if v and ωw are both

observable.  The wheel rotational speed ωw is typically available from shaft encoders or tachometers.  However, it is

often difficult to measure the actual over-the-ground speed v for off-road wheeled vehicles.  Nonlinearities and time-

varying uncertainties due to wheel-ground interactions further complicate the problem.  Despite this, effective solutions

have been found for automotive applications of anti-lock (deceleration) and anti-slip (acceleration) control (Mauer

1995; Bauer & Tomizuka 1995; Palm & Storjohann 1997; Van der Burg & Blazevic 1997). In these cases,

measurement of v is facilitated by the even surface on which the vehicle travels, or by special sensing arrangements. In

(Mauer 1995), an accelerometer is used to measure vehicle speed and the slip ratio is estimated based on deceleration

of the four wheels. In (Bauer & Tomizuka 1995), the measurement of vehicle speed is facilitated by the use of magnetic

markers alongside the road in an intelligent highway automation system. In this case, the vehicle speed is measured

according to travel time between markers. For application to an electrically driven locomotive, the solution in (Palm &

Storjohann 1997) makes use of a model of the friction-slip relationship, which is fixed for the wheel-rail interaction. On

outdoor terrain, the friction-slip relationship varies with surface type. In large part, the available solutions are not

directly transferable to off-road vehicle applications in which the terrain is uneven as opposed to being relatively flat,

as is the case for automobiles and locomotives.

The use of an accelerometer to measure off-road vehicle speed is problematic since the gravity effects of traversing

longitudinal and lateral slopes will interfere with the measurement.  For an accelerometer used to measure horizontal

acceleration, any off-horizontal vehicle tilt will be sensed as a change in acceleration; as a result, the integrated velocity

will be in error.  This is realized in (Van der Burg & Blazevic 1997) where an alternative traction control concept for

rovers is considered.  In that case, a non-driven “free wheel” is proposed for measuring actual vehicle speed.  Another

promising solution is proposed for rovers with an articulated chassis, which enables active control of the vehicle center

of gravity. For those vehicles, the use of accelerometers in conjunction with rate gyroscopes is suggested (Sreenivasan

& Wilcox 1994).

In our work, we have elected to take a simple linguistic approach that does not rely on accurate sensing of vehicle

speed.  Instead, visual perception of terrain texture is used to infer an appropriate speed of traversal.  Results from

traction tests performed on the actual rover are used to determine appropriate speeds for a variety of potential surface

types.  In particular, the rover is tested on different terrain surfaces (e.g., sand, gravel, densely packed soil, etc.) to

determine the maximum speeds achieved before the onset of wheel slippage.  These tractive speeds are designated by

fuzzy linguistic labels {CAUTIOUS, SUBDUED, NOMINAL } to be discussed later.  Given this information,
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commanded vehicle speed can be modulated during traversal based on visual classification of the terrain surface type in

front of the rover.  This is analogous to the perception-action process that takes place when a human driver notices an

icy road surface ahead and decelerates to maintain traction.  For a rover, such speed modulation allows management of

traction by mitigating the risk of wheel slippage.  The approach is similar in spirit to other fuzzy logic and dynamic

feedback control methods (Colyer & Economou 1999; Sarkar & Yun 1998) proposed for appropriately distributing

wheel motor torques to improve traction, albeit, after the onset of wheel slippage.

Given the results of actual traction tests, the formulation of fuzzy logic rules to achieve speed modulation is

relatively straightforward.  The success of the traction management approach depends more heavily on the ability to

perceive and classify the various terrain surface types.  The problem of off-road surface type identification is

formidable for systems equipped with only proximity sensors, range-finders, and/or tactile probes. However, visual

image-based classification has been found to be particularly promising (Marra et al 1988). We will now describe an

artificial neural network solution to this problem that provides qualitative information about the expected surface

traction of terrain immediately in front of the rover.  This information is used to infer tractive rover speeds via fuzzy

inference.

4.2 Vision-Based Neural Network Terrain Classification

Distinct terrain surfaces reflect different textures in visual imagery. The ability to associate image textures to terrain

surface properties such as traction, hardness, or bearing strength has clear benefits for safe autonomous navigation.  To

provide this capability, we make use of an on-board camera pointed such that its field-of-view (FOV) covers the

ground area in front of the rover.  That is, the camera is mounted on the robot chassis such that the extracted image will

provide a downward looking view of the surface as illustrated in Figure 2. Based on typical surfaces that the rover may

encounter, three different texture prototypes are selected: sand, gravel, and compacted-soil (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Camera mounted on rover.

FOV
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Figure 3. Terrain surface texture images (left to right): sand, gravel, compacted soil.

The automated method of classifying terrain surface type is based on a texture analysis approach using a neural

network. The method proceeds as follows. Assuming the section of the image just ahead of the front wheels is free of

obstacles, a set of 40x40 pixel image blocks (samples) is randomly selected from a camera image of size 320x280

pixels.  To reduce the large data dimensionality inherent in typical vision-based applications, a filtering step is

performed using a standard technique called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Diamantaras & Kung 1996).  PCA

is a linear optimal method for reducing data dimensionality by identifying the axis about which the desired feature set

varies the most. This orthogonal sub-space projection of the image subset permits effective extraction of features

embedded in the surface image data set in real time. This technique reduces the dimensionality of the image set while

preserving as much of the signal as possible. PCA computes a set of orthonormal eigenvectors (filters) of a data set that

captures the greatest correlation between features. The filters associated with a given feature set are derived from the

distribution of potential dynamic features embedded in the images.  A total of 30 eigenvectors are used to reduce the

40x40 image sample (1600 pixel values) to a pattern set of 30 values by projecting the image data onto the most

significant filters. This reduced data set is then used to train a neural network (Figure 4) to associate texture with

several surface types. The network output provides the qualitative information needed to make any necessary

adjustments to wheel speed in order to maintain traction on the classified surface. After training the network on typical

image data representing different surface prototypes, we utilize it to classify the surface types during run-time.

Figure 4. Neural network for surface classification.
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4.3 Intuitive Rule-Based Control Reasoning

The neural network classifier is trained to provide texture prototype outputs in the unit interval [0, 1], with 0

corresponding to surfaces of very low traction (e.g., ice) and 1 corresponding to surfaces of very high traction (e.g., dry

cement).  This is a design decision motivated by a desire to establish some intuitive correlation to actual wheel-terrain

coefficients of friction.  In this way, we can make a qualitative association between the output of the neural network

and expected terrain traction in front of the rover. We will refer to the texture prototype output as the traction

coefficient, denoted by Ct.

Wheel-terrain friction coefficients for a variety of tread and surface types are widely published in the literature on

vehicle mechanics.  However, published friction coefficients for identical tread and surface types vary from source to

source.  This is due to the fact that measured values depend heavily on the variety of tests and test conditions from

which they are generated.  Nevertheless, common ranges of friction coefficients for given tread and surface types are

widely agreed upon.  The following are typical estimates of the friction coefficients for rubber tires on various surfaces

(Gillespie 1992; Bekker 1969): icy road/snow (0.1), sand (0.3), slippery/wet road (0.4), hard unpaved road (0.65), grass

(0.7), dry paved road (0.8-1.0).

Given the uncertainty in associating exact friction coefficients with certain terrain surface types, and the loose

correlation provided by the traction coefficient using a neural network, we elect to reason about traction using fuzzy

logic.  The range of traction coefficients, [0,1], obtained from the neural network classifier is partitioned using three

fuzzy sets with linguistic labels {LOW, MEDIUM , HIGH} as shown in Figure 5.  Based on these definitions, the

following simple fuzzy logic rules are applied to manage rover traction on varied terrain:

IF Ct is LOW, THEN v is CAUTIOUS.

IF Ct is MEDIUM, THEN v is SUBDUED.

IF Ct is HIGH, THEN v is NOMINAL.

LOW MED HIGH
µ(Ct)

Ct0 10.5

1

Figure 5. Fuzzy sets for traction coefficient.

It is noted that for traction management, the membership functions for the rover speed v are based on results of prior

traction tests described in Section 4.1 and can differ from those described in Section 3.  However, the shapes of the
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membership functions for the rover speed are similar to those shown in Figure 1 and the range of tractive speeds is

bound by the interval [0, vmax].  Given specific values for Ct, each of these fuzzy logic rules computes a truncated fuzzy

set over the range of v partitioned by {CAUTIOUS, SUBDUED, NOMINAL }.  If we let T be the union of all such

truncated fuzzy sets, then the safe speed recommended for managing traction is computed as follows.

    
v =

s ⋅ µT(s)∑
µT(s)∑ , ∀s ∈ [0, vmax] (3)

Note that the neural network can be trained to map its inputs directly to the actual range of tractive speeds (rather

than the range of Ct).  However, in this neuro-fuzzy approach, fuzzy inference serves to account for uncertainties in

both the surface classification and the subsequent specification of tractive speed.

The smaller of the two rover speeds inferred by the safe attitude and traction management components (Equations 1

and 3, respectively) is issued at each control cycle as the safe speed recommendation vsafe.  In the overall navigation

system, the safety reasoning module focuses on vehicle survivability and health, while the strategic navigation module

focuses on mission and goal-directed motion from place to place (Seraji et al 2001). The interface between the safety

module and the strategic navigation module is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Safety and strategic navigation interface.

As shown in the diagram, the safe speed recommended by the safety module is compared to the strategic speed

recommendation.  The smaller of the two is taken as the safest speed and is issued as the commanded set-point   v  for

translational motion control. Determination of vsafe is independent of the behavior fusion process used to compute

strategic navigation speeds (Seraji et al 2001). This allows recommended safe speeds to override strategic speeds, if

necessary, to ensure vehicle safety.  This is also the approach taken in (Murphy & Dawkins 1996) based on the
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assertion that distributing speed control across all behaviors makes it difficult to ensure that the interactions will yield a

safe speed. Note that the commanded rotational velocity ω  of the rover is unaffected by vsafe.

5. Results

The rule-based reasoning and neural network perception techniques embedded in the safety module were validated on a

mobile robot in off-road terrain.  In this section, we discuss the neural network classification capability and describe

initial experiments performed to evaluate the effect of the safe attitude and traction components.  Physical experiments

are performed at an off-road field site, and laboratory computer simulations are also utilized for evaluation.

Two illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate the safe attitude and traction management components as

verified in the field and laboratory tests.  The first considers reactions to rover pitch and roll during traversal.  The

second is concerned with mitigation of wheel slippage.  As a test vehicle, we use the Pioneer All-Terrain (AT) mobile

robot platform, a commercially available robot designed for rough terrain mobility.  The rover hardware is enhanced

with additional on-board computing (a 333 MHz Pentium II processor), a vision system for real-time terrain

assessment, and a tilt sensor (see Figures 7a and 7b). To provide pitch and roll sensing, the Crossbow Technology, Inc.

model CXTA02 inclinometer is used, which has a ±75º range and 0.05º resolution.  The ground-facing camera on the

front of the rover is mounted 0.3m above the ground, tilted downward 45º with a 45º FOV.  This camera enables

surface traction classification (cameras for terrain-based navigation are mounted on the raised platform).  We shall now

present field test and laboratory experimental results for the safe attitude and traction management separately.

      

         (a)                      (b)

Figure 7a, 7b.  Pioneer-AT rover with enhancements.
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5.1 Safe Attitude Management Testing

For the safe attitude test, an obstacle-free swath of undulated terrain is chosen.  The rover is commanded to traverse

the swath with and without the safe attitude component activated. Without active safe attitude management, the rover

traverses the terrain at a nominally fast speed recommended by the strategic navigation system based on the fact that no

significant obstacles are present.  With active attitude management, the rover traverses the terrain at various reduced

speeds in response to changes in its pitch and roll according to the fuzzy logic rules in Table II.  This reactivity reduces

the risk of approaching marginal tilt stability, which leads to tip-over.  It also enhances the ability of rigid-suspension

vehicles (such as the Pioneer-AT) to maintain wheel contact with the ground.  A comparative effect of the safe attitude

component is shown in Figure 8.  The left picture corresponds to the test without active attitude management; it shows

a case where the rover’s rear-right wheel loses contact with the ground.  The right picture shows the rover at the same

approximate location with all wheels in contact with the ground while actively modulating its speed to maintain safe

attitude.

     

Figure 8.  Effect of safe attitude control.

To further illustrate the effect of safe attitude management, we exercise the component in a laboratory experiment

where the rover traverses a swath of terrain for 10 meters. Synthetic attitude measurements are generated by sinusoidal

functions of random amplitude to emulate changes in pitch and roll experienced on a hypothetical undulated and rough

terrain. The amplitudes are uniformly distributed random numbers bounded by the maximum stable pitch and roll of the

rover. It is assumed that the strategic navigation module recommends a constant normalized speed of 75% (of

maximum allowable speed) throughout the traverse. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 9 in plots of

pitch, roll and vsafe (normalized) versus distance. The strategic speed is shown in the speed-distance plot as a dashed

line.

Observe that vsafe is modulated low in response to near-extreme attitudes.  This is most apparent when both pitch and

roll are simultaneously large in magnitude.  Also observe that vsafe is consistently lower than the strategic speed, thus

exhibiting the caution of the safe attitude component in reaction to cognizance of vehicle safety. The overall
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characteristic behavior of the safe attitude component is illustrated by Figure 10, which shows the control decision

surface corresponding to the rules of Table I and membership functions of Figure 1 (normalized axes are used).

Figure 9. Speed modulation for attitude management.

Figure 10. Safe attitude control decision surface.

5.2 Traction Classification and Management Testing

For traction classification, the neural network, described in Section 4.2, uses thirty input nodes corresponding to the

set of orthonormal eigenvectors (filters) of the image data set computed using PCA.  One output node is used to

represent the surface type classification. Twenty processing elements are used in the hidden layer of the neural

network.  The network is trained using backpropagation to find a set of weights that produce the desired surface type

classification for a given training data input.  A set of 400 image samples from various images of terrain surface

textures was used to train the neural network.  After learning, a distinct set of 400 new image samples was presented to
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the neural network to test its classification performance.  A success rate of 96% was achieved for classifying

representative terrain surfaces.  The selected network structure proved successful for classifying terrain textures

typically encountered by the rover in field experiments run to validate the approach.  Figure 11 shows several images of

real terrain data properly classified by the trained neural network; these images were not included in the data set used to

train the network. The most successful terrain texture classifications can be made in the absence of significant shadows

cast by nearby terrain features such as a mountains or hills.  In the presence of such terrain features, and at different

times of day, natural illumination from the sun causes significant shadowing on terrain in front of the rover, which

results in misclassification of surface textures (Howard & Seraji 2001).  Illumination conditions are known to present

difficulties for computer vision-based methods of terrain classification.  However, it is expected that the robustness of

the neural network classifier can be improved following training using images taken under varied illumination

conditions.

Figure 11. Terrain surface images classified by the neural network.

In order to test safe traction management, a benign portion of terrain comprising two distinct surface types (hard

compact soil and gravel) is chosen on which the rover will be susceptible to wheel slippage when traversing the surface

transition at nominally fast speeds.  The scenario is depicted in Figure 12 where the rover is about to transition from a

hard compact soil to gravel surface. A comparative field test and laboratory experiment is performed wherein the rover

is commanded to traverse the transition with and without the safe traction management component activated. Again,

without active traction management, the rover traverses the terrain at a nominally fast speed.  With active traction

management, the rover reduces its speed upon encountering a surface of lower perceived traction as classified by the

vision-based neural network classifier.  Safe speed is modulated according to the fuzzy logic rules presented in Section

4.3. This reactivity mitigates the risk of excessive wheel slippage during transitions between, and traversal on, surfaces

of different traction characteristics.
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Figure 12.  Rover approaching surface type transition.

To further illustrate the effect of the safe traction management, we exercise the component in a laboratory experiment

where the rover traverses a 12 meter swath of terrain consisting of different surface types for which the traction

coefficient Ct is 0.5 for 5m, 0.2 for 3m, and 0.9 for 4m.  We assume, for the sake of discussion, that these values

correspond to sand, gravel, and concrete, and that the surface texture camera has a ground surface view horizon out to

0.3m in front of the rover wheels.  In this experiment, the strategic navigation module recommends a constant

normalized speed of 80% throughout the 12m traverse.  The results are shown in Figure 13 where the traction

coefficient and recommended rover speeds are plotted versus distance.  The images of the three terrain surface types

corresponding to distance are inset in the figure as well.

     

Figure 13.  Speed modulation for traction management.
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As expected, changes in perceived traction result in reactive management of the safe speed recommended by the safe

traction component to avoid the risk of excessive wheel slippage.  Note that our laboratory experiment accounts for a

reaction delay between classification of the surface type and the actual change in set-points for vsafe.  As in the previous

example, vsafe is consistently lower than the strategic speed, thus exhibiting the caution of the safety module in reaction

to cognizance of changing “road” condition.

6. Conclusions

Safe and autonomous long-range navigation of a rover on hazardous terrain offers significant technical challenges. For

rover operation over extended time and distance, some capacity for built-in safety and health cognizance is essential.

This paper describes how a nominal level of safety assurance can be achieved with intuitive fuzzy logic rules for

intelligent control.  Details of a rover safety module designed to support strategic navigation in challenging terrain are

presented. The module employs fuzzy logic and a neural network augmented by visual perception algorithms to

provide a safety module that is realizable in practical rover computing hardware. The safe attitude and traction

management components of the safety module combine to provide active countermeasures to potential vehicle tip-over

and excessive wheel slippage.  This capability leads to survivable rover systems that are of practical use for performing

long-duration missions involving long-range traversal over challenging and high-risk terrain.
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